East-West Duke Shuttle Bus starts up here at the East Campus Quad and goes to the lower left at the front of the Duke Chapel.

Buses run every 5 minutes on Friday afternoon until 5 pm. The East Campus Quad is located on your East Campus Map where the conference buildings are located. The bus stop is at the top of the circle where it says “Campus Drive” located below and between the Carr Building and the Friedl Building which are both circled on your map.

The Duke Chapel is located in the center of West Campus and is near the Bryan Center which houses the campus store and is near food venues including a coffee shop.

For the East-West Bus information on Saturday and Sunday, please see [http://parking.duke.edu/buses_vans/bus_sched/C1_East_West_weekends.php](http://parking.duke.edu/buses_vans/bus_sched/C1_East_West_weekends.php)